Founded in 1897, Godrej is a USD 4.5 billion corporation and enjoys the patronage and
trust of over 1.2 billion customers every single day. With its roots in self-reliance for an
emerging, independent India, Godrej has always been perceived as a trustworthy and
reliable brand. Today, Godrej endeavours to offer contemporary, technologically
advanced and aesthetically superior products and solutions that are built on the
foundation of decades of deep customer insight and understanding.
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd., the holding company of the Godrej Group, is one of India's
most respected, family-owned and privately held companies, rapidly progressing under
the leadership of Jamshyd Godrej. Apart from significant presence in consumer and
institutional products, the Godrej Group offers automation in several cutting-edge
industrial products, systems and solutions such as electric motors and components,
process equipment, material handling equipment, industrial storage solutions, tooling,
precision components and systems, construction materials, power, infrastructure and
renewable energy systems. While these businesses seem diverse, they are unified
because their development was founded on the principles of self-reliance and superior
engineering capabilities.
Headquartered in Mumbai, India, the Godrej Group operates across all major global
markets such as Europe, U.S., Middle East, Africa and South East Asia through its offices
in 20 countries to be asked to corporate.
Godrej is also an extremely responsible corporate citizen known for philanthropy, labour
reforms and ethical dealings. This social responsibility is best manifested in its
stewardship of one of the world's largest privately owned Mangrove Reserves. The Group
invests in healthcare and education as per its corporate policy. The essence of the Godrej
brand is 'Brighter Living', which is manifested in the Group's long-term vision called
'Good and Green'. This initiative focuses on increasing employability of underprivileged
youth through vocational training, creating a greener India through an eco-sustainable
approach towards business and developing environmentally friendly solutions.
As India marches ahead confidently on the global stage, Godrej will endeavour to partner
in its progress through its ingenuity, attention to detail and world-class manufacturing
practices for a brighter future.

Established in 1961, Lawkim pioneered the manufacture of hermetic compressor motors
in India in technical collaboration with Emerson Electric, USA. Today, we are a part of the
Godrej Group and a leading manufacturer of indigenously developed specialised hermetic
compressor motors, single phase motors, custom-built three phase motors, single phase
flameproof motors, components and parts such as wound stator & rotor assemblies and
laminations/stampings for different applications. We cater to various industry segments
such as air-conditioning and refrigeration, domestic appliances, energy, motion handling
and general purpose market.
Our expertise lies in providing customised solutions and developing special purpose
motors for the most challenging requirements of our customers. Lawkim is well known for
a high level of motor manufacturing excellence and design support. We value and enjoy
a long-term relationship with our customers in India and abroad. This is evident from our
associations with customers like Cummins, Emerson, Godrej (Appliances Division),
Hitachi and Kollmorgen Corporation. Johnson control Hitachi, Kollmorgen Corporation
and Inmotion US, USA.
Our manufacturing plant near Pune in India follows modern manufacturing practices and
is recognised for ensuring high levels of productivity and safety. The plant focuses on lean
manufacturing to mass manufacture various types of motors. It is spread over 60,000 sq.
m., of which 28,000 sq. m. is built-up. It has the capacity to manufacture 4 million motors
every year. It has a strong team of more than 700 people, including nearly 100 engineers.
At Lawkim, we constantly evolve by developing new products, processes and
technologies. As a result, our BLDC motors, IE3 motors and single phase
(flameproof-remove) specialized motors are already in the market and are gaining good
recognition.
We leverage our core engineering experience and capabilities to the advantage of our
customers by responding quickly and effectively to the changing business and
technological environment around us. Our goal is to be a world-class manufacturer of
electric motors for home appliances and commercial & industrial applications. We will
achieve this by being competitive, focused on the customer, and being consistent in the
value we add and the quality we provide to our customers globally.

COMPONENTS TO SOLUTIONS
FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS
High-quality, reliable and compact motors from Lawkim are an
integral part of several appliances, machines and plants
manufactured by leading companies. Several of them, particularly
hermetic compressor motors are custom-designed to suit specific
requirements of customers. Lawkim also offers a standard range of
general purpose, single phase and custom-built three phase
motors for industrial and commercial use.
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At Lawkim, we encourage each team member to think differently.
For this, training and workshops are regularly conducted with the
help of outside experts. This inspires people to think of new ways
of doing things. It gets reflected in our products, processes,
manufacturing techniques or simply a great new idea.
As a result of this, we are able to develop new products such as
BLDC motors, single phase motors for petrol pumps, IE3 motors
and several other products. Unique software programs have

been developed by Lawkim engineers for designing high
efficiency induction motors with optimum material content and
designing and printing of the complete winding tool set from slot
insulation to finish forming. Cellular manufacturing techniques
developed by our engineers are used to optimise process and
shop efficiency.
Our Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) is another innovative
achievement, which has been developed in-house at half the cost.

Also we have received Sword of
hounour and 5 star rating from British Safety Council for our best
safety practices.

Europe and USA.

However, our motors are at the heart of leading appliances of
wellknown brands of refrigerators, air-conditioners, washing
machines and wet grinders. Single phase flameproof motors
are an integral part of some leading brands of fuel. Our
custom-built single and three phase motors form an
indispensable part of several industrial machines and plants.
All these appliances, machines and plants perform flawlessly,
year-after-year in almost all the continents of the world and
keep up the reputation of our customers. Our association with
our customers over decades is a testimony of our globally
acknowledged performance.

